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In the press notes for his Fall 2010 collection, presented in Paris in 
January, most Excellent young Vienna-based Bulgarian designer 
Petar Petrov wrote about his inspiration for the upcoming winter 

season:  “Following the idea of a simple esthetic of forms we developed 
this collection of pieces far from a formal way of dressing, a selection of 
the best basic items that come into existence from a situation or usage, 
with a redefined tailoring, using all our knowledge of fabric treatments 
and textile innovation, providing a masculine coolness for people who 
feel more like rebels in an aligned society.” Interesting concept, but does 
it work? Did Petrov succeed? 
 

Yes. And Excellently. As usual. Reminiscent (if comparisons must be 
made, as they often are in fashion) of a young Helmut Lang during his 
heyday (the mid to late 1990s) Petrov’s collections have always been 
concerned with modernity, simplicity, elegance and punk (read rebel) 
élan or ardor, if you prefer. Recently Petar Petrov shared some thoughts 
with The Excellent People. 

Ricky Lee: You started showing your collections in Paris while still a 
student at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. Would you please 
explain how you ended up in Vienna, what inspired you to get into the 
fashion business, and what it was like to, very ambitiously, it seems, 
begin to show your collections in Paris?
Petar Petrov: I cannot explain how I ended up in Vienna as it just 
happened... I didn’t came here with the mission to start my fashion 
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“I don’t work with ideals as 
I think that visual beauty, or 
perfection, is not enough to 
make a person exciting.”
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career. I was always interested in fashion and I have a little fashion family 
background as my mother is a tailor, but I grew up in Sofia and that is 
not a very fashionable city. And we had very delayed access to fashion 
trends and magazines. At the time I came to Vienna, the city was also, 
maybe, the least fashionable city in the whole of western Europe. Almost 
no flagship stores or trendy boutiques. I had the opportunity to study 
fashion, so I tried, but not with the mission to become a fashion designer. 
I wanted to see if I can find a passion for that. Then I was invited to show 
my collection in Paris and things happened one after the other...
RL: What is your design/aesthetic philosophy?
PP: Elegant without being well-groomed and stylish without trying 
too hard.
RL: How have your collections changed and developed since you 
began showing?

PP: They get more grown up...
RL: What inspires your work? To whom or what do you look for inspiration?
PP: All my artist friends inspire me... News and politics and everything 
that belongs to a modern way of life inspires me....
RL: What type of man (or woman) is your ideal?
PP: I don’t work with ideals as I think that visual beauty, or perfection, 
is not enough to make a person exciting.
RL: Modernity seems to be a theme of your work. What exactly is 
modernity to you in this day and age?
PP: Modernity cannot be defined in a few words. It is a lifestyle... It’s an 
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attitude about life that fits to the current way of life.
RL: Would you describe the process of your continued collaboration 
with the photographer Christoph Pirnbacher?
PP: Christoph is always very involved in the whole process of design 
and image and the work with him is very important for me. He knows 
each piece of each collection and that makes it easier for us to create 
strong images of each collection.
RL: How important has the internet been to your success, exposure, 
and development as a leading international designer?
PP: I think that it becomes more and more important as it provides free 
access to much more people than the print media.
RL: What are your plans for the future?

PP: Make things and let things happen.
RL: To your mind, what is Excellence?
PP: Excellence is not an act, it is habit.

All clothing from the Petar Petrov menswear collection for Fall/Winter 2010
www.petarpetrov.com
Photography by Christoph Pirnbacher
christophpirnbacher.blogspot.com
Special thanks to Jean-Luc Dupont and Wade H. Grimbly at Système D, Paris
www.systeme-d.net
Art direction by Andrew Hart
www.andrewhartstudio.com
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